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W3C WG IPR Policy
● This group abides by the W3C Patent Policy

https://www.w3.org/Consortium/Patent-Policy/ 
● Only people and companies listed at  

https://www.w3.org/2004/01/pp-impl/47318/status are 
allowed to make substantive contributions to the 
WebRTC specs
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Welcome!
● Welcome to the second day of the TPAC 

meeting of the W3C WebRTC WG!
● During today’s meeting, we will complete the 

discussion of Issues in existing documents 
as well as discussing potential additional 
work items.
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About this Meeting
Information on the meeting: 
● Meeting info: 

○ https://www.w3.org/2011/04/webrtc/wiki/October_22-23_2018 
● Link to Slides has been published on WG wiki
● Proposals to be discussed today:

○ https://rawgit.com/aboba/webrtc-sim/master/svc.html
○ https://alvestrand.github.io/audio-worklet/
○ https://w3c.github.io/webrtc-quic/

● Link to Slides has been published on WG wiki 
● Scribe? IRC http://irc.w3.org/ Channel: #webrtc 
● The meeting is being recorded.
● Hangouts info sent to you in email
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https://www.w3.org/2011/04/webrtc/wiki/October_22-23_2018
https://www.w3.org/2011/04/webrtc/wiki/October_22-23_2018
https://rawgit.com/aboba/webrtc-sim/master/svc.html
https://alvestrand.github.io/audio-worklet/
https://w3c.github.io/webrtc-quic/
https://www.w3.org/2011/04/webrtc/wiki/Main_Page
http://irc.w3.org/
http://irc.w3.org/?channels=webrtc
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Meeting Schedule at TPAC
October 23, 2018 (Morning)

8:30 AM - 9:30 AM Scalable Video Coding Extension for WebRTC (Bernard)
Reference: https://rawgit.com/aboba/webrtc-sim/master/svc.html

9:30 AM - 10 AM Access to Raw Media (Harald)
Reference: https://alvestrand.github.io/audio-worklet/

10:00 AM - 10:30 AM Break

10:30 AM - 11 AM Data Channel and WHATWG Streams (Jan-Ivar)

11:00 AM PM - 11:30 AM QUIC and WHATWG Streams (Peter Thatcher)
Reference: https://w3c.github.io/webrtc-quic/ 

11:30 AM - noon  Second Screen WG (Peter Thatcher)
Reference: https://www.w3.org/2014/secondscreen/charter-2018.html 

Noon - 1 PM Lunch

https://rawgit.com/aboba/webrtc-sim/master/svc.html
https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Falvestrand.github.io%2Faudio-worklet%2F&data=02%7C01%7CBernard.Aboba%40microsoft.com%7C5894e93392874e404db508d62961d762%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C636741897534367138&sdata=QdHmazkgorGdd56QwqxJc8GIH8baJtNIHM68u5BQGzc%3D&reserved=0
https://w3c.github.io/webrtc-quic/
https://www.w3.org/2014/secondscreen/charter-2018.html
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Meeting Schedule at TPAC
October 23, 2018 (Afternoon)

1 PM - 2 PM Remaining WebRTC issues and Other current specifications (Varun)
WebRTC-Stats: https://w3c.github.io/webrtc-stats/ 
Identity: https://w3c.github.io/webrtc-identity/identity.html 
Content-Hints: https://w3c.github.io/mst-content-hint/
DSCP: https://www.w3.org/TR/webrtc-dscp/

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM Workers and Worklets (Youenn Fablet)

3 PM - 3:30 PM Break

3:30 PM - 4:00 PM  End-to-End Encryption (Emad?)

4:00 PM - 4:30 PM Media over QUIC (Peter Thatcher)

4:30 PM - 5:30 PM Wrapup and Next Steps (Harald)

https://w3c.github.io/webrtc-stats/
https://w3c.github.io/webrtc-identity/identity.html
https://w3c.github.io/mst-content-hint/
https://www.w3.org/TR/webrtc-dscp/


Scalable Video Coding Extension to 
WebRTC (60 minutes)

https://rawgit.com/aboba/webrtc-sim/master/svc.html
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Current WebRTC API Functionality
● Support for simulcast

○ Simulcast envelope (number of simulcast streams and order of 
encodings) and parameters (rid, scaleResolutionDownBy, 
maxFramerate) set via sendEncodings provided in addTransceiver().
■ Determines the SDP produced by createOffer/createAnswer.

○ After negotiation concludes, writable parameters can be set or modified 
by RTCRtpSender.setParameters(RTCRtpSendParameters parameters) 
without setting negotiation-needed.

○ scaleResolutionDownBy and maxFramerate vary continuously (type 
double).

● Encoding described in RTCRtpEncodingParameters.
● Decoding in RTCRtpDecodingParameters (just read-only rid).



WebRTC RTCRtpSendParameters



WebRTC RTCRtpEncodingParameters



WebRTC RTCRtpReceiveParameters



WebRTC API Simulcast Examples

Source: https://w3c.github.io/webrtc-pc/#rtcrtpencodingspatialsim-example*



Addition of SVC Support to WebRTC 1.0 API
● Goals

○ Support for sending temporal and spatial scalability
■ Temporal only, Spatial only, Temporal + Spatial
■ SVC use in combination with simulcast

○ Support for Single RTP stream Single Transport (SRST)
■ Utilized by VP8, VP9, AV1 and most implementations of H.264/SVC.

○ Compatibility with existing model
■ Support for getCapabilities, setParameters, getParameters
■ SVC support via RTCRtpEncodingParameters (cannot set 

‘negotiation-needed’)

● Non-goals
○ Support for Multiple RTP stream Single Transport (MRST)
○ Simulcast-equivalent functionality (e.g. arbitrary resolution/framerate ratios)
○ Support for differential protection (e.g. FEC or RTX on the base layer only)



Assumption: No need to negotiate SVC parameters in SDP
● No SDP parameters for SVC in VP8/VP9

○ VP8/VP9 have only two SDP parameters: max-fr and max-fs
○ In VP8/VP9, decoder can decode anything that an encoder can send

● What about AV1? 
○ AV1 has profiles, but support for SVC tools is REQUIRED at all profile levels.
○ An AV1 decoder can decode anything an AV1 encoder can send (within a 

negotiated profile)
● What about H.264/SVC?

○ IMTC H.264/SVC profile requires support for SVC tools across all 
profile-levels, but universal decodability not required (e.g. decoder may not 
support spatial scalability).

○ Encodings are self-describing via sprop-parameters
○ SDP negotiation avoidable if decoder supports all IMTC modes or additional 

constraints are imposed (e.g. temporal only).



“Scalability Modes” Proposal for SVC support in WebRTC 1.0
● Addition of a “scalability mode” member to RTCRtpEncodingParameters:

partial dictionary RTCRtpEncodingParameters: 
RTCRtpCodingParameters {
        DOMString scalabilityMode;
}

● Addition of a “scalability modes” member to RTCRtpCodecCapabilities:

partial dictionary RTCRtpCodecCapabilities {
        sequence <DOMString> scalabilityModes;
}

● Specification available here:  
https://rawgit.com/aboba/webrtc-sim/master/svc.html 

https://rawgit.com/aboba/webrtc-sim/master/svc.html


“Scalability Modes” Proposal (cont’d)

● Pros: Handles the most popular configurations easily
● Easier to configure than previous proposal based on layer dependencies.
● Can support scalability modes that cannot be described using the dependency 

approach initially described in RFC 5583.
● Discovery of supported scalability modes via sender.getCapabilities()
● Can support popular codecs: VP8 (temporal), VP9 (temporal and spatial), AV1 

(temporal and spatial), H.264/SVC (temporal and spatial).

● Cons: 
● Only supports pre-defined configurations (scalability modes)

○ Limited scaling ratios (e.g. 1.5, 2)
○ Note: advantage of SVC over spatial simulcast declines as scaling ratio 

increases.
● Can’t apply encoding attributes (maxBitrate, maxFramerate, active/inactive) to 

individual SVC layers
○ Difficult to support differential protection

 



Scalability Modes

Note: Compared with AV1 
Section 6.7.5, “L3” modes 
added, “S” modes removed 
since they represent simulcast, 
which is already supported in 
WebRTC 1.0.



L1T2 Scalability Mode



L1T3 Scalability Mode



L2T1 Scalability Mode



L2T2 Scalability Mode



L2T3 Scalability Mode



Layer Aligned Temporal Prediction Structure (L3T3)

Source: 
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1paZ-bKeduIdwW6GDM4RJIGJvpF
gjyQLZf1mUhiEcwxk/edit?ts=5bb26a5e#slide=id.g4099f108a7_0_4 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1paZ-bKeduIdwW6GDM4RJIGJvpFgjyQLZf1mUhiEcwxk/edit?ts=5bb26a5e#slide=id.g4099f108a7_0_4
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1paZ-bKeduIdwW6GDM4RJIGJvpFgjyQLZf1mUhiEcwxk/edit?ts=5bb26a5e#slide=id.g4099f108a7_0_4


Layer-Shifted Temporal Prediction

● Temporal structure aligns at key frames (facilitate spatial prediction)
● Shift begins immediately following key frame
● Requires AV1 dynamic mode
● Problem: encoding parameters same as previous example!

Source: https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1paZ-bKeduIdwW6GDM4RJIGJvpFgjyQLZf1mUhiEcwxk/edit?ts=5bb26a5e#slide=id.g4099f108a7_0_4



Examples: “Scalability Mode” Approach
// 3-layer spatial simulcast + 3 temporal layers
var encodings = [
  {rid: 'f', scalabilityMode: 'L1T3' },
  {rid: 'h', scaleResolutionDownBy: 2.0, scalabilityMode: 'L1T3'},
  {rid: 'q', scaleResolutionDownBy: 4.0, scalabilityMode: 'L1T3'}
];

   // 1 spatial layer + 2 temporal layers
   var encodings = [
     {scalabilityMode: 'L1T2' }
   ];

   // 2 spatial layers + 3 temporal layers
var encodings = [
  {scalabilityMode: 'L2T3' }
];

 



Example: RTCRtpSender.getCapabilities(‘video’).codecs[]

"codecs": [

    {

      "clockRate": 90000,

      "mimeType": "video/VP8",

      "scalabilityModes": ["L1T2","L1T3"]

    },

    {

      "clockRate": 90000,

      "mimeType": "video/VP9",

      "scalabilityModes": 

["L1T2","L1T3","L2T1","L2T2","L2T3","L1T2h","L1T3h","L2T1h","L2T2h","L2T3h"]

    },

   {

      "clockRate": 90000,

      "mimeType": "video/H264",

      "sdpFmtpLine": "packetization-mode=1;profile-level-id=42001f;level-asymmetry-allowed=1"

    }

]



Basic Operation
● pc.addTransceiver() used with sendEncodings

○ Since we assume that SVC is not negotiated in SDP, 
addition of scalabilityMode to encodings is not reflected in 
SDP generated by createOffer/createAnswer.

○ Sending codec is not known, so resolved promise does not 
indicate that scalabilityMode values have been applied, only 
that the scalabilityMode values are potentially valid.

○ To ensure expected results, application can:
■ Use setCodecPreferences to select codecs supporting the 

desired scalabilityMode values.
■ Use sender.getParameters after negotiation has completed to 

determine the encodings that were set.



Basic Operation (cont’d)
● setParameters() can be used to set or modify the 

scalabilityMode for individual encoding.
○ Once sending codec is established, supported scalabilityModes 

are known.
○ Attempt to set a scalabilityMode not supported by the sending 

codec results in an error.
○ Example: L2T3 scalability mode (2 spatial layers, 3 temporal) can 

only be supported if VP9 or AV1 is the sending codec;  
H.264/AVC does not support SVC and VP8 only supports 
temporal scalability.
■ Attempt to set “L2T3” value of scalabilityMode for a codec that 

doesn’t support it (VP8 or H.264/AVC) results in an error.



WG decisions to be made

● Adopt this proposal as a WEBRTC WG work 
item?

● Alternatives:
a. Leave SVC functionality to ORTC

■ Dependency approach implemented, but complex for 
developers and cannot support all desired modes 
such as K-SVC.

b. Let SVC support remain proprietary and 
non-interoperable.
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Access to Raw Audio
(Harald, 30 minutes)
https://alvestrand.github.io/audio-worklet/
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https://na01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Falvestrand.github.io%2Faudio-worklet%2F&data=02%7C01%7CBernard.Aboba%40microsoft.com%7C5894e93392874e404db508d62961d762%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C1%7C0%7C636741897534367138&sdata=QdHmazkgorGdd56QwqxJc8GIH8baJtNIHM68u5BQGzc%3D&reserved=0


The Problem

● People want apps that process audio
○ Many purposes - echo detection, ML processing, 

special codecs, voice distortion, voice recognition….
○ Some emit audio, some don’t

● They need:
○ Low overhead
○ Reliable delivery
○ Minimum delay
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Existing Solution

WebAudio from / to MediaStreamTrack
● ScriptProcessorNode

○ Main thread
○ Deprecated

● AudioWorklet
○ Off the main thread

In both cases, synchronized in AudioContext
Simple demo 
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https://www.alvestrand.no/audio-worklet-demos/main.html


Issues with existing solution

● Synchronization to AudioContext clock
● Conversion to/from WebAudio sample 

format (float32 arrays, buffer per channel)
● Overhead (25% of a CPU on Linux)

○ This may be a Linux-only problem - test needed
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Alternate solution: TrackWorklet

github.com/alvestrand/audio-worklet
// The processor object is created by the platform when creating

// an AudioMediaTrackNode

[Exposed=AudioMediaTrackWorklet,

Constructor (MediaTrackPlatformOptions platformOptions,

             optional MediaTrackNodeOptions userOptions)]

interface AudioMediaTrackProcessor {

  readonly attribute MessagePort port;

  readonly attribute MediaTrackPlatformOptions platformOptions;

  readonly attribute MediaTrackNodeOptions userOptions;

  boolean process(Buffer input, Buffer? output, Parameters parameters);

};
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https://github.com/alvestrand/audio-worklet
https://heycam.github.io/webidl/#Exposed
https://alvestrand.github.io/audio-worklet/#mediatrackplatformoptions
https://alvestrand.github.io/audio-worklet/#mediatracknodeoptions
https://html.spec.whatwg.org/multipage/web-messaging.html#messageport
https://alvestrand.github.io/audio-worklet/#mediatrackplatformoptions
https://alvestrand.github.io/audio-worklet/#mediatracknodeoptions
https://heycam.github.io/webidl/#idl-boolean
https://alvestrand.github.io/audio-worklet/#parameters


Advantages

● Can be clocked to track clock (whatever that is)
● No conversion needed (but app may need to 

handle multiple formats)
● Easily connected to webrtc C++ APIs
● Can be shimmed on top of AudioWorklet
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Open design questions

● One track or multiple tracks?
○ Multiple tracks need syncing, or complex API
○ Advantage for track-comparers and mixers

● What sample formats?
○ List should be finite. But not just one.
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Basis for go/no-go decision

● Is it feasible? (I think this is a relatively 
certain yes)

● Is it enough advantage over existing?
○ Performance-wise?
○ Things we can’t do with WebAudio?
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WG decisions to be made

● Pursue this avenue or not? Alternatives:
a. Abandon now - WebAudio is good enough
b. Adopt now, with this as first draft
c. We need more info, namely…….

● Should the proposal be changed? (if b or c)
a. One track or multiple tracks?
b. Streams API for the processor?
c. Other tweaks?
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Break (see you at 10:30 AM)
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RTCDataChannel & WHATWG 
Streams (Jan-Ivar, 30 minutes)

40



RTCDataChannel & WebSocket are...
Message-based. One queue per channel:

   dc.send('A'); dc.send(fileB); dc.send('C');

Sends: A, B0…B1…B2……...….Bend, C

Push-based. Sender has to watch bufferedAmount and/or bufferedamountlow.
Receiver has no way to stop onmessage from firing:

   while (array.length) dc1.send(array.pop());
   dc2.onmessage = async ({data}) => await process(data); // be fast!

As long as the browser itself keeps up, emptying the receive buffer faster than 
process() can process, concurrent calls will accumulate under load, eating resources.

41



What semantics are useful?
Stream semantics are appealing for single payload; outsourcing chunking & pressure.
Message semantics are appealing for multiple (heterogeneous) finite payloads.

A queue of messages is appealing to manage multiple discrete payloads.
A queue of streams is appealing to manage multiple discrete payloads of large size.

A “stream of streams” is appealing only if you live and breathe WHATWG streams.

Let’s start with queue of streams for now, and see if it grows into more later.

crawl.pipeThrough(walk).pipeTo(run);
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  await someFileReadable.pipeTo(dc1.createWritable()); // sender-side

  dc2.binaryType = 'stream'; // receiver-side
  dc2.onmessage = async ({data}) => (data instanceof ReadableStream) &&
      data.pipeTo(someFileSaverWritable);

Holy grail: Someday pipe a 2GB file from disk to disk (without any 2GB buffers) 43

RTCDataChannel w/WHATWG streams



RTCDataChannel w/WHATWG streams
Still message-based. One queue per channel. A binary message can be a stream:

   dc.send('A'); await fileB.pipeTo(dc.createWritable()); dc.send('C');

Still sends: A, B0…B1…B2……...….Bend, C

As would:
   dc.binaryType = 'stream';
   dc.send('A');
   const p = fileB.pipeTo(dc.createWritable());
   dc.send('C');
   await p;

I.e. createWritable() locks the channel until the writable stream is closed, causing 
subsequent data sent with either send() and createWritable() to queue. 44



RTCDataChannel w/WHATWG streams
Still push-based. But sender gets sender-side backpressure, solves bufferedAmount
Receiver situation is slightly improved:

  while (files.length) dc1.send(files.pop());

  dc2.binaryType = 'stream';
  dc2.onmessage = async ({data}) => (data instanceof ReadableStream) &&
    await data.pipeThrough(process).pipeTo(someFileSaverWritable);

Because dc2 and data are related browser-objects, we should be able to “lock” the 
channel at least until process() has received its final chunk, delaying further 
onmessage calls until then. Also, this API lets us switch from push to pull later.

Browser may stop emptying receive buffer then, causing connection backpressure. 45



Benefits: zero buffers, pressure, off main-thread
  await someFileReadable.pipeTo(dc1.createWritable()); // sender-side

  dc2.binaryType = 'stream'; // receiver-side
  dc2.onmessage = async ({data}) => (data instanceof ReadableStream) &&
      data.pipeTo(someFileSaverWritable);

This is set up on main thread. Similar to (pre-worklet) web audio chains.
When pipes consist solely of browser objects -> data can travel off-mainthread.
This part cannot be shimmed.

Proposal: Extension spec to live here: https://w3c.github.io/webrtc-datachannel/
To add WHATWG streams. Maybe grow options mentioned in Stockholm later, e.g.:
{binaryType: 'stream', maxRetransmitTimeout: 0.400, heartbeat: false}

46
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Benefits: composable processing APIs
  await file.pipeThrough(encrypter).pipeTo(dc1.createWritable());

  dc2.binaryType = 'stream'; // receiver-side
  dc2.onmessage = async ({data}) => (data instanceof ReadableStream) &&
      data.pipeThrough(decrypter).pipeTo(saver);

But...

47



Limitations: “ScriptProcessorNode” problem
  await file.pipeThrough(encrypter).pipeTo(dc1.createWritable());

  dc2.binaryType = 'stream'; // receiver-side
  dc2.onmessage = async ({data}) => (data instanceof ReadableStream) &&
      data.pipeThrough(decrypter).pipeTo(saver);

But the pipe no longer consists solely of browser objects -> data visits mainthread.

Solution alternatives:
1. This is the end of the world for files, NOT!
2. Move wholesale API to workers.
3. webrtcWorklet.addModule('foo.js') // registerProcessor('Foo', f)
4. Hacks like data.pipeThrough(decrypter.toString()) ?

Regardless, this API is the first step to any of those. 48

https://stackoverflow.com/a/42800542/918910


What about streaming text?
We follow the fetch spec lead, which has standardized on ReadableStream of bytes.
For those who really want to stream text, standard transformers exist:

   stringReadable
     .pipeThrough(new TextEncoderStream())
     .pipeTo(dc1.createWritable());

  dc2.onmessage = async ({data}) => (data instanceof ReadableStream) &&
    await data
      .pipeThrough(new TextDecoderStream())
      .pipeTo(WritableConsole);

This loses the message-AND-files mode of websockets, in favor of modern ways. 49



QUIC and WHAT WG Streams
(Peter Thatcher, 30 minutes)

https://w3c.github.io/webrtc-quic/ 

50

https://w3c.github.io/webrtc-quic/


WebRTC QUIC 

Status and future as of 10/2018



History

Original goals: 

● RTCDataChannel, but with QUIC
(and without SDP)

● Media over QUIC
(maybe, eventually) 



Basically help people like this 

"... anyone’s first reaction when 
looking at WebRTC is that it is 
unnecessarily complex for what 
it does — it’s true that there is 
some unnecessary boilerplate 
in SDP and ... 4 handshakes!?"

"... I would be very interested in 
using QUIC instead of SCTP ... 
the weakest part of our 
implementation is SCTP"

https://blog.parsecgaming.com/game-streaming-tech-in-the-browser-with-parsec-5b70d0f359bc



Some roadblocks encountered (and routed around) 
● QUIC transport draft does not yet have functionality needed to support all 

RTCDataChannel features
○ Example:  maxRetransmits > 0

● No IETF WG available to work on data channel protocol for QUIC.
○ RTCWEB WG shutting down, QUIC WG focussed on HTTP only (and behind schedule)

● RTCDataChannel API not optimal for some applications. 
○ Where stream abstraction is preferred, should we emulate streams on top of 

RTCDataChannel on top of a QuicStream? 
○ Why not provide native access to QuicStreams?

● Revised goal: support native stream abstraction enabling implementation of 
RTCDataChannel API on top of it.

○ Similar requirement: ORTC ability to emulate RTCPeerConnection



Where we're at
● A spec that meets the original goals
● An implementation in Chromium 

coming in an original trial soon
● A spec matured a lot from 

implementation experience
● Compatibility with recent QUIC 

drafts, and support for the recently 
added QUIC features (e.g. 
unidirectional streams)

● Proposal for multiplexing QUIC with 
RTP/RTCP/DTLS/STUN/TURN

● Adoption in ORTC CG
● No adoption (yet?) in WebRTC WG



Where we're headed

● Considering WHATWG streams
● Figuring out how to get off the main 

JS thread
● Considering client/server use case 

(like websockets, without ICE)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-qK8DCb9Vf6yZ9E0k5WBQb3LusEd2oDlb-Hx5SobU1U/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nunzO21RJDGCwe_tVpUVBi_Aka84ukhAwMaFH1WYZ3Y/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nunzO21RJDGCwe_tVpUVBi_Aka84ukhAwMaFH1WYZ3Y/edit?usp=sharing


● Lots of people want a server->client QUIC 
(either as "unreliable websocket" 
or "replacement for Server Push" 
or "please no SCTP on my server")

○ Media and Entertainment Interest Group

● SCTP + MSE is a thing
○ https://blog.rainway.io/building-a-cross-browser-cross-platform-real-time-game-st

reaming-protocol-b00d000fe788

○ https://blog.parsecgaming.com/game-streaming-tech-in-th
e-browser-with-parsec-5b70d0f359bc

● Lots of people are very afraid of WebRTC
○ When we say "RTCQuicTransport does what you need", 

they say something like "ewww... RTC.... "
○ Lots of blog entries like

"I fought this beast and survived, but it's complicated"
○ They think WebRTC == PeerConnection (which is bad)

Interesting things we've learned

https://www.w3.org/2011/webtv/
https://blog.rainway.io/building-a-cross-browser-cross-platform-real-time-game-streaming-protocol-b00d000fe788
https://blog.rainway.io/building-a-cross-browser-cross-platform-real-time-game-streaming-protocol-b00d000fe788
https://blog.parsecgaming.com/game-streaming-tech-in-the-browser-with-parsec-5b70d0f359bc
https://blog.parsecgaming.com/game-streaming-tech-in-the-browser-with-parsec-5b70d0f359bc


Questions for the WebRTC WG

1. Does WebRTC WG wish to adopt QUIC APIs?
(or let the work continue in the ORTC CG)

2. Does WebRTC WG want to support 
client/server use cases or not? 
(or let another WG take that on)

3. Does WebRTC WG wish to adopt WHATWG 
streams across the board? (DataChannel, 
RtpSender, RtpReceiver, QuicTransport)



Repeated Discussions That We'll Repeatedly Repeat

"Let's copy the websocket API"
It has major faults, like no receive back pressure
The TAG specifically says not to copy it

"Let's copy the RTCDataChannel API"
It has the same problems as websockets

"We just want a QUIC websocket; we don't want RTC"
That's easy to do with ICE-lite
But we can also add a constructor w/ a URL (like ws)

"But how will QUIC do unreliability?"
1. Message-per-stream + time-based cancel (Already there)
2. Message-per-stream + "don't retransmit" flag (coming soon?)



WHATWG-stream ALL the THINGS

And get off the main thread?



While working on RTCQuicTransport

People kept asking for
WHATWG streams



At first I was ...



But maybe it's not so bad for QUIC data channels

interface RTCQuicTransport {

  RTCQuicStream createSendStream();

  RTCQuicStream createBidirectionalStream();

  ReadableStream<RTCQuicStream> receiveStreams();

  WritableStream<ReadableStream> sendStreams();  

}

interface RTCQuicStream {

  readonly attribute ReadableStream? readable;

  readonly attribute WritableStream? writable;

  ...

}



But it's sad being lonely



Will others come along too?



SCTP data channels?

partial interface RTCDataChannel {

  WritableStream sendStream();

  ReadableStream<ReadableStream> receiveStreams();

}



MSE?

partial interface SourceBuffer {

  WritableStream appendStream();

}



RTP?

partial interface RtpSender {

  ReadableStream<EncodedMediaOrFeedback> readEncodedFrames();

  WritableStream<EncodedMediaOrFeedback> writeReceiverFeedback();

}

partial interface RtpReceiver {

  WritableStream<EncodedMediaOrFeedback> writeEncodedFrames();

  ReadableStream<EncodedMediaOrFeedback> readFeedback();

}



Then we could really connect some pipes



SCTP to MSE?

var sctp = ...;  // SCTP RTCDataChannel

var mse = ...;  // MSE SourceBuffer

var parser = transformStream(parseMessage);

sctp.readStreams()

  .pipeThrough(parser)

  .pipeInto(mse.appendStream())



QUIC to MSE?

var quic = ...;  // RTCQuicTransport

var mse = ...;  // MSE SourceBuffer

var parser = transformStream(parseMessage);

quic.receiveStreams()

  .pipeThrough(parser)

  .pipeInto(mse.appendStream())



QUIC to WebRTC?

var quic = ...;  // RTCQuicTransport

var receiver = ...; // RtpReceiver

var parser = transformStream(parseMessage);

var serializer = transformStream(serializeMessage);

quic.receiveStreams()

  .pipeThrough(parser)

  .pipeInto(receiver.writeEncodedFrames())

receiver.readFeedback()

  .pipeThrough(serializer)

  .pipeInto(quic.sendStreams());



WebRTC to QUIC?

var quic = ...;  // RTCQuicTransport

var sender = ...;  // RtpSender

var serializer = transformStream(serialize);

var parser = transformStream(parseMessage);

sender.readEncodedFrames()

  .pipeThrough(serializer)

  .pipeInto(quic.sendStreams());

quic.receiveStreams()

  .pipeThrough(parser)

  .pipeInto(sender.writeReceiverFeedback())



E2EE

var sender = ...;  // RtpSender

var receiver = ...;  // RtpReceiver

var encryptor = transformStream(encryptFrame);

var decryptor = transformStream(decryptFrame);

sender.readEncodedFrames()

  .pipeThrough(encryptor)

  .pipeInto(sender.writeEncodedFrames());

receiver.readEncodedFrames()

  .pipeThrough(decryptor)

  .pipeInto(receiver.writeEncodedFrames());



RTP to RTP? (without transcoding)

var sender = ...;  // RtpSender

var receiver = ...;  // RtpReceiver

receiver.readEncodedFrames()

  .pipeInto(sender.writeEncodedFrames());



RTP to MSE? (history!)

var rtp = ...;  // RtpReceiver

var mse = ...; MSE SourceBuffer

var serializer = transformStream(serialize);

rtp.readEncodedFrames()

  .pipeThrough(serializer)

  .pipeInto(mse.appendStream());



But you can already 
do this without streams

The real value comes from

Getting off the main JS thread
(click the link for more slides)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1nunzO21RJDGCwe_tVpUVBi_Aka84ukhAwMaFH1WYZ3Y/edit?usp=sharing


Possible or a pipe dream?

WHATWG streams + off-thread processing looks like a powerful combo!

But how hard is it to get to implement WHATWG streams?

And will everyone pick them up?



What would the stream chunks be?
typedef MediaOrFeedback EncodedMediaFrame or 

RTCKeyFrameRequest or RTCMediaStats

interface EncodedMediaFrame {

  attribute DOMTimeStamp timestamp;  

  attribute DOMString mimeType;

  attribute SourceBuffer encodedData;

}

interface EncodedAudioFrame : EncodedMediaFrame {

  attribute unsigned short channels;

  attribute unsigned long samplesPerSecond; 

  attribute unsigned long samples;

}

interface RTCKeyFrameRequest {

  attribute DOMTimeStamp? lastDecodedTimestamp;

}

interface RTCMediaStats {

  attribute RTCTrackSenderStats? senderStats;

  attribute RTCTrackReceiverStats? receiverStats;

}

interface EncodedVideoFrame : EncodedMediaFrame {

  attribute DOMTimeStamp? duration;

  attribute bool keyFrame;

  attribute unsigned short rotation;  // in degrees

}

VP8 opus FIR stats



Pros/Cons of WHATWG streams vs not

better:

● piping, esp. if we can get off the main thread (see upcoming slides)

● piping, esp. if other things adopt streams 
○ receiveStream.pipeThrough(parser).pipeInto(...)

○ transport.receiveStreams.pipeThrough(parser).pipeInto(...)

worse:

● Uncertain maturity, adoption, performance, ease of impl of streams

● Can't write fin bit and last chunk at the same time

● More clunky for simple things
○ receiveStream.readable.getReader().read(view).then(...)

○ transport.receiveStreams.getReader.read().then(...)



Conclusion

It seems that switching to using WHATWG streams would be better if:

● We can also get something like WorkletTransformStream or web workers to 
pipe things off the main thread

● We can also get things to pipe to/from (RTP, MSE)
● We can implement this whole thing in a performant way



Getting of the main JS thread



Option A: Web Workers w/ transferable everything

Step 1: Make everything constructable in a web worker (or transferable)

● IceTransport(?)

● DtlsTransport

● SctpTransport

● QuicTransport

● SourceBuffer

● RtpSender/RtpReceiver

Step 2: Make MediaStreamTrack and/or HtmlMediaElement transferable
             (something needs to escape the web worker)

Step 3: Run the pipeline in a web worker; communicate with ports (streams not needed)

Transfer all the things!



Example (everything in worker)

// In main.js

var worker = new Worker("workers.js");

worker.onmessage = function(event) {

  signalIceCandidate(event.data);

};

// In worker.js

var ice = new RTCIceTransport(...);

var quic = new RTCQuicTransport(ice);

var ms = new MediaSource();

var mse = ms.appendSourceBuffer(...);

var parser = new TransformStream(parseMessage);

quic.receiveStreams().pipeThrough(parser).pipeInto(mse.appendStream());

...

self.postMessage(iceCandidate)



Option B: Web Workers w/ streaming MessagePorts

Step 1: Make WHATWG streams that cross worker boundary, like MessagePorts

Step 2: Run parts of the pipeline in a web worker

// Allow pipeThrough(port)

partial interface MessagePort {

  ReadableStream writable;

  WritableStream readable;

}

// Allow pipeThrough(worker)

partial interface Worker {

  ReadableStream writable;

  WritableStream readable;

}



Example (just transform in worklet)

// In main.js

var quic = ...;

var mse = ...;

var parser = new Worker("parser.js");

quic.receiveStreams().pipeThrough(parser).pipeInto(mse.appendStream());

// In worker.js

var parser = new TransformStream(parseMessage);

self.readable.pipeThrough(parser).pipeInto(self.writable)



Option C: TransformStream w/ worklet

Step 1: Make a special WorkletTransformStream
interface WorkletTransformStream {

  registerTransformerName(DOMString name);

  [SameObject] readonly attribute Worklet worklet;

}

[Global=(Worklet,TransformStreamWorklet), 

 Exposed=TransformStreamWorklet]

interface TransformStreamWorkletGlobalScope 

 : WorkletGlobalScope {

    void registerTransformer(DOMString name, 

                             Transformer ());

};

Step 2: Attach S to the pipeline
             (Serializer, Parser)

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1-qK8DCb9Vf6yZ9E0k5WBQb3LusEd2oDlb-Hx5SobU1U/edit#slide=id.p


Example (just transform in worker)

// In main .js

var parser = WorkletTransformStream();

parser.worklet.addModule("parser.js");

parser.registerTransformerName("parser");

quic.receiveStreams().pipeThrough(parser).pipeInto(mse.appendStream());

// In "parser.js"

registerTransformer("parser", class {

    transform(chunk, controller) {

      controller.enqueue(parseMessage(chunk));

    }

});



Option D: Transferable Streams

https://github.com/whatwg/streams/blob/master/transferable-streams

-explainer.md

TL;DR: var w = new Worker("x.js"); w.postMessage(streams, streams)

https://github.com/whatwg/streams/blob/master/transferable-streams-explainer.md
https://github.com/whatwg/streams/blob/master/transferable-streams-explainer.md


Example (transform and piping in worker)

// In main .js

var messages = quic.receiveStreams();

var chunks = mse.appendStream();

var parser = new Worker(parser.js');

parser.postMessage([messages, chunks], [messages, chunks]);

// In parser.js

onmessage = async (evt) => {

  var {messages, chunks} = evt.data;

  var parser = new TransformStream(parseMessage);

  messages.pipeThrough(parser).pipeInto(chunks)

};



Questions

Which of these is the easiest to implement?

If we could do any of them, which would be better for developers?

Do we still need WHATWG streams?



Second Screen/Open Screen
https://www.w3.org/2014/secondscreen/charter-2018.html

at WebRTC TPAC

https://www.w3.org/2014/secondscreen/charter-2018.html


Second Screen Working Group

https://www.w3.org/2014/secondscreen/

"APIs that allow web applications to show and control 
 web content on one or more secondary displays"

Presentation API
Remote Playback API

APIs

https://www.w3.org/2014/secondscreen/
https://w3c.github.io/presentation-api/
https://w3c.github.io/remote-playback/


Second Screen Community Group

https://www.w3.org/community/webscreens/

"network protocols that implement the 
 Presentation API and the Remote Playback API"

Open Screen Protocol

Protocols

https://www.w3.org/community/webscreens/
https://github.com/webscreens/openscreenprotocol


Second Screen Community Group

https://www.w3.org/community/webscreens/

"network protocols that implement the 
 Presentation API and the Remote Playback API"

Open Screen Protocol (OSP)

Protocols

https://www.w3.org/community/webscreens/
https://github.com/webscreens/openscreenprotocol


What does this have to do with WebRTC?

● ICE
● QUIC
● Media over QUIC



ICE

OSP is currently only intra-LAN

We may want to expand across the LAN, 
likely using ICE.

What would be helpful: NV-style IceTransport

Potentially, app gives browser an IceTransport;browser does the rest



QUIC

OSP is built on QUIC, defining specific messages

We may want to allow the app to extend the protocol 

What would be helpful: QuicTransport 

Potentially, browser gives app a QuicTransport, app does the rest



Media over QUIC

OSP is currently for "flinging"

We may want to expand to streaming.

That might be of interest to the WebRTC WG 
as an example of a "media over QUIC" protocol 
which could be implemented using QuicTransport.



Streaming Preview (in CBOR CDDL)
audio-frame = [

  encoding-id: uint ; known sample rate,

                    ; channel count,

                    ; sample count

  start-time: uint

  payload: any

  ? optional: {

    ? 0: uint       ; frame-id

    ? 1: uint       ; sample-count

  }

]

streaming-receiver-stats-event = {

  ; ...

}

streaming-sender-stats-event = {

  ; ...

}

video-frame = {

  0: uint ; encoding-id ; known clock rate

  1: uint ; frame-id

  2: uint ; start-time

  3: any  ; payload

  ? 4: [* uint] ; depends-on frame IDs; 

                ; [] == iframe ; omitted = [.frame-id - 1]

  ? 5: uint ; duration     

  ? 6: video-rotation ; rotation;

}

video-key-frame-request = {

 request

 1: uint ; encoding-id

 ? last-decoded-frame-id: uint 

}



Lunch (see you at 1:00 PM)
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WebRTC-PC Issues Overflow +
WebRTC-Stats
(60 minutes)
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Issue 1964/PR 1996: Effect of RTCRtpSendParameters on 
simulcast (Bernard)

● Lots of questions about how simulcast works, exactly.
● PR 1996 attempts to answer a few of them:

○ Priority.  Moved to RtpSendParameters (from 
RtpEncodingParameters).  Sets the priority of an RtpSender.
■ Example: can allocate bandwidth to video RtpSender in 

preference to audio RtpSender. 
○ maxBitrate. Sets the maximum bitrate of an encoding.
○ maxFramerate. Sets the maximum framerate of an encoding.
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https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-pc/issues/1964
https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-pc/pull/1996


Issue 1964/PR 1996: Effect of RTCRtpSendParameters on 
simulcast (cont’d)

● Question: How does maxBitrate or maxFramerate influence the user-agent response to 
congestion?
○ Does user-agent use maxBitrate/maxFramerate in determining which simulcast layers to 

drop?
■ Example: encoding ‘h’ has maxBitrate = 100000, encoding ‘f’ has maxBitrate = 

400000. Available bandwidth is 200000. Does User-Agent stop sending encoding 
‘f’?

■ PR 1996: User-Agent need not take maxBitrate/maxFramerate into account. 
○ Does user-agent use maxBitrate/maxFramerate to decide which layers to allocate 

bandwidth to in the event of congestion?
■ Example: If User-Agent reduces bandwidth of both ‘h’ and ‘f’, does it do so 

proportionately to maxBitrate?
■ PR 1996: User-Agent need not take maxBitrate/maxFramerate into account. 
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https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-pc/issues/1964
https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-pc/pull/1996


Issue 1827: RTCDataChannel.send() during ‘closing’ state 
(Bernard)

● For RTCDataChannel, there is no onstatechange EventHandler, just 
onopen and onclosed.

○ No event for transition of readyState to “closing”. 
● Problem:

○ Remote peer calls channel.close().
○ On the local peer the procedure to close down the underlying data 

transport is started.
○ The close event does not fire until the procedure has completed.
○ If local peer calls send() an exception is raised.
○ Only way to avoid this would be to check readyState.
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https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-pc/issues/1827


Issue 1827: RTCDataChannel.send() during ‘closing’ state 
(cont’d)

● Potential solutions:
○ Specify that receipt of a reset causes readyState to enter the “closed” 

state. The onclose event will be fired as a result.
○ Specify that the onclose event fires once readyState enters the “closing” 

or “closed” states.
○ Add an “onclosing” EventHandler
○ Specify that send() discards messages passed to it in the “closing” state.
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https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-pc/issues/1827


Webrtc-stats
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For Discussion In This Session
● webrtc-stats

○ Issue 339: Add stat for RTTs between client and STUN/TURN 
server (varun)

○ Issue 365: Remove track/stream stats in favor of 
RTCMediaHandlerStats.mid (jan-ivar)

○ Issue 366: Call out which stats are expected to trigger StatsEnded 
events (varun)

○ Issue 374: Exposing RTCIceCandidateStats.networkType might 
trigger fingerprinting (Youenn)

○ Issue 375: Is exposing a remote peer IP address through 
RTCIceCandidateStats.address a privacy issue (Youenn)
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https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/339
https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/365
https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/366
https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/374
https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/375


Issue 339: Add stat for RTTs between client and STUN/TURN 
server (varun)

● Information about the connection to a STUN or TURN server. 
● New RTCStatsType: stunserverconnection
● RTCStunServerConnectionStats adds:

○ url, 

○ address, port, networkType

○ totalRequestsSent, totalResponsesReceived, 

○ totalRoundTripTime,
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https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/339


Issue 365: Add RTCMediaHandlerStats.mid (jan-ivar)

How to find “sender” stats related to a transceiver:

const senderStat = [...(await transceiver.sender.getStats().values()]
  .find(({type}) => type == "sender");

But how to find it from pc.getStats(), with possibly multiple senders?

const senderStat = [...(await pc.getStats()).values()]
  .find(({type, mid}) => type == "sender" && mid == transceiver.mid);

The same applies to receiver.

We need stat.mid for this (on sender and receiver stats).

Proposal: Add it.

Q: maybe support null.
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https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/365


Issue 365: What about “stream” stats? (jan-ivar)

With stat.mid, do we still need "stream" stats?

streamIdentifier is actually stable, unlike trackIdentifier. But

    sequence<DOMString> trackIds;

...points to “track” stats, when sender-side you might want:

    sequence<DOMString> senderIds;

Or maybe we could make “sender” stats have:

    sequence<DOMString> streamIds;
or  sequence<DOMString> streamIdentifiers;
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https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/365


Issue 365/361: What about “track” stats? (jan-ivar)

Q1: Mirror ”receiver” and ”sender” stats as ”track” stats for comp?

Q2: Do we still need ”track” attachment-stats?
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https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/365
https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/361


Issue 366: Call out which stats are expected to trigger 
StatsEnded events (varun)

● onstatsended is fired when object is deleted and will not show up in 
subsequent getstats call

● So when is an delete procedure called on an object?
○ When peerconnection is closed 

■ RTCPeerConnection.close() or RTCPeerConnectionState 
moves to closed

○ When a track ends.
○ When a RTCIceTransport is closed
○ Anything else?
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https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/366


Issue 374: Exposing RTCIceCandidateStats.networkType 
might trigger fingerprinting (Youenn)

● networkType leaks information that is not available otherwise
○ Whether a user is using VPN
○ Whether a user is both WiFi/4G, WiFI/Ethernet

● Proposal
○ Remove networkType
○ Identify use cases where networkType is useful
○ Provide solutions for above use cases

■ Or find fingerprinting mitigations
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https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/374


Issue 375: Is exposing a remote peer IP address through 
RTCIceCandidateStats.address a privacy issue (Youenn)

● Browser A sends candidates to browser B
● Browser B does not send any candidate with private IP addresses

○ No host candidates at all or mDNS obfuscated candidates
● Browser A will leak STUN learned browser B IP address through stats

○ Some addresses might be private
● Proposal

○ Only expose remote IP addresses that are already exposed to 
JavaScript
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https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/375


Issue 378: Width and Height of Simulcast Layers Sent (jib)

With simulcast, we have multiple "outbound-rtp" stats whose stat.senderId match.

Unfortunately, frameWidth, frameHeight, framesPerSecond, framesSent, 
hugeFramesSent, keyFramesSent hang off of "sender" stats.

Options:

1. Move all but framesCaptured to "outbound-rtp"?
2. Have more than one "sender" stats floating around in the simulcast case?
3. Some flavor of “do nothing”?

Pros/cons: stats symmetry; (if we support track stats) what’s reported in onstatsended.
If we “do nothing”, figure out what to report (1st layer only? Total sums? Averages?)
Q: Are these operational or accounting stats (or both)? 116

https://github.com/w3c/webrtc-stats/issues/378


Workers and Worklets 
(Youenn, 60 minutes)
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Context
● Service Workers & Dedicated Workers
● Data channel use cases

○ CDN-like caches, decentralized web, faster Web Socket
● Media use cases

○ Always-on connections, off-the-main-thread processing
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Existing Worker support
● Network API support

○ Fetch API / Web Sockets
● Media rendering

○ N/A
● Media processing

○ No Web Audio yet in workers
○ OffscreenCanvas
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WebRTC Worker priorities
● Short term

○ Data channels in workers
● Mid term

○ MediaStreamTrack transferred to/from workers
● Long term

○ RTC media senders/receivers in workers
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Data channel in Workers
● Option 1: Expose PeerConnection

○ Without media support 
● Option 2: Expose RTCDataChannel a la ORTC
● Option 3: Transfer data channels to workers
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Option 1: Peer Connection
● Pros

○ Somehow easy to specify
○ API known from web developers

● Cons
○ Need to properly handle non exposure of media feature
○ Desire to move away from monolithic design, SDP…
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Option 2: a la ORTC
● Pros

○ Expose only meaningful API
○ Somehow easy to specify
○ Piggy-back on WebRTC ICE

● Cons
○ New API also exposed in Window
○ RTCIceTransport extensions is a 

prerequirement
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Option 3: transfer
● Pros

○ Might be reusable for third-party iframe data channels
● Cons

○ Probably need to limit lifetime to the original context
○ Awkward design to create a data channel in a page and transfer it to 

service worker
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Data Channel in Worker Proposal
● Option 3 is a no-go
● Option 2 (a la ORTC)

○ Option 1 as fallback
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What about media?
● Step 1: Transfer MediaStreamTrack
● Step 2: Send/receive media data
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MediaStreamTrack Transfer Proposal
● Limit transferred track lifetime to the lifetime of the original track

○ Camera/microphone tracks
■ Capture context goes away, transferred track is ended

○ Peer connection remote media track
■ Connection is closed, transferred track is ended

● Limit to same origin
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Send/Receive Track Proposal
● Follow worker data channel model

○ Expose ORTC-like constructors to workers
■ Expose PeerConnection to workers as a fallback
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Break (see you at 3:30 PM)
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E2EE for conference calls
In WebRTC

A use case for WebRTC NV



Requirements 
● Encryption/Decryption is done by the application
● Fully trusted applications 

○ Partially and non trusted applications not in scope

● Partially trusted SFU
○ Can read only metadata but not contents

● Only Video/Audio
○ Text not in scope



Frame encryption
● RTP packets are encrypted today between clients and SFUs using SRTP 

(outer)
● A new layer of encryption is required between the clients end to end (inner)
● The new outer encryption layer is per Video frame instead of RTP packets 

(PERC and variations)
○ Saves bandwidth (Extra IV and MAC per frame)
○ Simpler to implement
○ Not RTP specific, so it can work with other transports 

● The encryption protocol details will be discussed at IETF



Frame encryption
Encrypt frame Packetize

Encrypt packets (SRTP)

Decrypt packets (SRTP)DepacketizeDecrypt frame



Frame encryption
Encrypt frame Packetize

Encrypt packets 
(SRTP)

Decrypt packets 
(SRTP)

DepacketizeDecrypt frame

Decrypt packets 
(SRTP)

Encrypt packets 
(SRTP)

Depacketize

Packetize

SFU Magic



API changes

Encoder serialization packetization DTLS ICE

Decoder ICEDTLS

Track

deserialization depacketizationTrack

RtpSender

RtpReceiver

Encoder serialization packetization DTLS ICE

Decoder ICEDTLS

Track

deserialization depacketizationTrack

RtpSender

RtpReceiver

Encryptor

Decryptor

Today

Tomorrow



API changes
interface FrameEncryptor {
    boolean encrypt(mediaType, ssrc, encodedFrame,
                additionalData)
}
rtpSender.setFrameEncryptor(...)

Interface FrameDecryptor {
    boolean decrypt(mediaType, ssrc, encryptedFrame,
                additionalData)
}
rtpReceiver.setFrameDecryptor(...)



Generic APIs for Video Frame processing cases ?
interface OutgoingFrameProcessor {
    boolean process(mediaType, ssrc, encodedFrame,
                metadata)
}
rtpSender.setFrameProcessor(...)

interface IncomingFrameProcessor {
    boolean process(mediaType, ssrc, encodedFrame,
                metadata)
}
rtpReceiver.setFrameProcessor(...)



Questions for the WG
● Do we have consensus to cover this use case?
● If so,

○ Crypto specific vs generic APIs ?



Media over QUIC (or BYOT)

At WebRTC TPAC 2018



People are already doing it!

● Live Media over HTTP over QUIC to MSE
(Media and Entertainment Interest Group)
They want better server push (QuicTransport)

● Live Media over SCTP to MSE
https://blog.rainway.io/
https://blog.parsecgaming.com/
"I would be very interested in using QUIC instead of SCTP"
"the weakest part of our implementation is SCTP"

● Live Media over websocket to/from WASM
webrtchacks.com/zoom-avoids-using-webrtc/
QuicTransport would be better than websocket

https://www.w3.org/2011/webtv/
https://blog.rainway.io/building-a-cross-browser-cross-platform-real-time-game-streaming-protocol-b00d000fe788
https://blog.parsecgaming.com/game-streaming-tech-in-the-browser-with-parsec-5b70d0f359bc
https://webrtchacks.com/zoom-avoids-using-webrtc/


People can already do it (poorly)

Audio Video

Encode

WebAudio + WASM Canvas + WASM

Decode

MSE
or
WebAudio + WASM

MSE
or
Canvas + WASM



People are planning on doing it

● Open Screen Protocol
● https://www.ietf.org/mailman/listinfo/rt-media-ng
● libwebrtc adding support for media over QUIC 

(for mobile; see slides at the end)
● experimental mobile client using libwebrtc indicates this can work, but:

Web support is a problem which can be solved with the following proposals 

https://github.com/webscreens/openscreenprotocol
https://www.ietf.org/mailman/listinfo/rt-media-ng


Two orthogonal Proposals

1. Adopt QuicTransport
2. Add WHATWG streams to RtpSender/RtpReceiver for encoded media



Proposal 1: Adopt QuicTransport

There is a lot of interest from outside the WG

We could continue work outside of the WG
(in ORTC CG and/or new incubation group)

Some people even prefer it to be outside 
(Many people seem scared of anything with RTC prefix)

Does this WG want to be a part of this work?



Proposal 2: Add WHATWG streams to Sender/Receiver

interface mixin MediaSender {  // BYO transport

  ReadableStream readEncodedFrames(); // From encoder

  WritableStream writeFeedback(); // To Encoder (FIR, stats)

}

interface mixin MediaReceiver {  // BYO transport

  WritableStream writeEncodedFrames(); // To decoder

  ReadableStream readFeedback(); // From decoder (FIR, stats)

}

RtpSender includes MediaSender;  // Could make non-RTP sender later

RtpReceiver includes MediaReceiver;  // Could make non-RTP receiver



Example

var quic = ...;  // RTCQuicTransport

var sender = ...; // MediaSender (RtpSender for now; could be non-RTP later)

var receiver = ...; // MediaReceiver (RtpReceiver for now; could be non-RTP later)

var parser = transformStream(parseMessage);

var serializer = transformStream(serializeMessage);

// Send

quic.receiveStreams().pipeThrough(parser).pipeInto(receiver.writeEncodedFrames())

receiver.readFeedback().pipeThrough(serializer).pipeInto(quic.sendStreams());

// Receive

quic.receiveStreams().pipeThrough(parser).pipeInto(receiver.writeEncodedFrames())

receiver.readFeedback().pipeThrough(serializer).pipeInto(quic.sendStreams());



Proposal 3: BWE/RTT signal on QuicTransport

Surprise!  A third proposal, but only if this WG adopts QuicTransport:

partial interface QuicTransport {

  // Naming scheme of https://wicg.github.io/netinfo/

  readonly attribute Megabit uplink; 

  readonly attribute Millisecond rtt;

  attribute EventHandler onnetworkchange;  // uplink or rtt changed

}



In case you want to know what the chunks are
interface EncodedMediaFrame {

  attribute DOMTimeStamp timestamp;  

  attribute DOMString mimeType;

  attribute SourceBuffer encodedData;

}

interface EncodedAudioFrame : EncodedMediaFrame {

  attribute unsigned short channels;

  attribute unsigned long samplesPerSecond; 

  attribute unsigned long samples;

}

interface EncodedVideoFrame : EncodedMediaFrame {

  attribute DOMTimeStamp? duration;

  attribute bool keyFrame;

  attribute unsigned short rotation;  // in degrees

}

interface RTCKeyFrameRequest {

  ...

}

interface RTCMediaStats {

  ...

}



QUIC in libwebrtc (experimental)

We are already integrating QUIC transport in libwebrtc. We think that our work will 
also benefit web apps if we add proposed Web APIs:

● Easier to implement proposed API changes (Media Sender / Receiver) with in browsers that use 
libwebrtc 

● Lower integration cost in applications (similar code-path in Web and native apps with QUIC).

Why QUIC for media and why we started this work:

● Simple stack
● Fewer RTTs to setup encryption
● Opportunities for quality improvements (lower overhead, better retransmission control, easy to add 

additional frame metadata and control messages)
● Use QUIC for DataChannel with same congestion control as media



QUIC in libwebrtc (experimental)

We are refactoring webrtc 
codebase to support 
pluggable media transport

● RTP Transport
● QUIC Transport

Media transport interface = 
Send / Receive frames and 
key frame requests

https://chromium.googlesource.com/external/webrtc/+/lkgr/api/media_transport_interface.h

https://chromium.googlesource.com/external/webrtc/+/lkgr/api/media_transport_interface.h


QUIC in libwebrtc (experimental)

We are also implementing QUIC-based 
webrtc DataChannel, 

● Applications can migrate to QUIC-based 
data channel without any changes.

● Media and Data will share congestion 
control

… but long term we want to adapt 
QuicTransport (both native and Web) and 
send media over QuicTransport instead of 
using QUIC directly.



QUIC in libwebrtc (experimental)

Media Transport is a thin layer between Encoders / Decoders and QuicTransport

● One QUIC stream per frame 
○ Optional merge frames on low bitrate to reduce overhead

● Defines wire format for audio / video frames and control requests
○ Protobufs for serialization - easy, extendable

● Retransmission control
○ We rely on QUIC transmissions but configure retransmissions differently for audio / video

● Bandwidth allocation / adaptation
○ Currently above media transport in Sender / Receiver objects, but eventually can be moved to 

Media Transport and it will match proposed MediaSender / MediaReceiver APIs.

Pluggable component -- no need to standardize!!!



QUIC in libwebrtc (experimental)
Challenges

● Congestion control
○ BBR is not ready for real-time use (high initial delay during STARTUP, Insensitivity to latency 

buildups, Instability in bidirectional traffic flows)
○ We are working on integrating GoogCC from webrtclib into QUIC
○ Standardize GoogCC in QUIC? Fix BBR? Keep GoogCC separate (pluggable)? Web?

● SDP
○ Currently we assume that QUIC media transport will be negotiated by the App. 

How to make it work with PeerConnection?
■ Do not use PeerConnection APIs with QUIC media?
■ Cheat? Add “alternative media transport” option to SDP?
■ Add “quic media transport option” to SDP? But then we need to standardize protocol?

● FEC - not currently supported by QUIC
● What’s next for libwebrtc? PeerConnection or building blocks (ICE, media 

transport, encoders, decoders, etc)



Extra credit: For RTP E2EE

partial interface RtpSender {

  WritableStream writeEncodedFrames();  // To RTP transport

}

partial interface RtpReceiver {

  ReadableStream readEncodedFrames();  // From RTP transport

} 



Example

var sender = ...; // RtpSender

var receiver = ...; // RtpReceiver

var encryptor = transformStream(encryptFrame);

var decryptor = transformStream(decryptFrame);

// Encrypt

sender.readEncodedFrames().pipeThrough(encryptor).pipeInto(sender.writeEncodedFrames())

// Decrypt

receiver.readEncodedFrames().pipeThrough(decryptor).pipeInto(receiver.writeEncodedFrames())



Wrapup and Next Steps
(Harald, 60 minutes)
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Decisions we have made - 
MediaCapture
● Combined origins are gone
● Media functions are [SecureContext]
●
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Decisions we have made - 
screenshare
● Decided

○ Fullscreen is info, not normative language
○ Spec for constraints will be merged
○ We will not allow URL white/blacklists in 

screenshare
○ Propose removing the “surface type” constraint
○ Remove MUST NOT on change sources
○ Move getDisplayMedia to mediaDevices

● Not decided
○ Exclude own audio - maybe “echoCancellation”?
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Decisions we have made - webrtc-pc
● Stop saying anything about track.id mapping
● Rename transport.transport to transport.iceTransport
● Set [[direction]] when SRD(answer)
● Clarifications to codec parameters accepted
● SetCodecPreferences remains on transceiver. Orphis to write tests.
● Use order in answer as preference
● Make codecPayloadType read-only (may be reconsidered)

Non-decisions:
● SelectedCandidatePair needs further work (do candidates go away?)
● codecPayloadType in addTransceiver: further discussion (hbos/aboba)
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Decisions we have made - test

● We will have a regular WPT review meeting
○ Chairs, editors, Youenn and Karthik have 

volunteered
● We will create per-spec WPT directories
● We will aim for a simulcast VI in January
● We will aim for a hackathon in March (IETF)
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Decisions we have made - use cases

● Adopt document as WG document
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Decisions we have made - Webrtc-ICE

● We can change iceCandidatePair to interface
● Peter will consult with CDN folks on forking
● We will use NetworkInformation to represent network 

information (not define our own type)
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Decisions we have made - SVC

● We will adopt this document now. (To be 
verified on mailing list.)
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Decisions made - Audio

● Consult with WebAudio WG
● Consult with ML CG about what they need
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Decisions we have made - Streams

Decision: New APIs need to be Streams-based
Non-decision: either adopt stream-messages or 
need more info
Decision: Need advice from Streams folks 
about how to get processing off the main thread 
in the best way. <AI: Peter>
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Decisions made - DataChannel

We will add an “onclosing” event.
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Decisions made - Webrtc-Stats
● STUN server stats acceptable.
● Add .mid to senders and receivers.
● Add streamIdentfiers to senders, obsolete stream stats object
● Stats stay around except when ended (Jan-Ivar to write PR)
● Do not remove “track” stats at this time. It’s not mandatory.
● Expose IP addresses only if and as seen in addCandidate()
● Copy size stats to outbound-rtp. Remove on sender.

Discuss details on PR.

No consensus:
● Leave networkType in the spec or take it out.
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Decisions made - Workers

We wish to pursue Option 2 - Datachannel in 
service workers based on webrtc-ice.
Youenn offers to specify this when there’s 
developer interest.
This work has lower priority than WebRTC 1.0 
and webrtc-ice.
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Decisions made - E2EE

The WG adopts the E2E use case where we 
trust the application, but not the relay. (to be 
verified on the list)
The WG is still considering the generic “access 
to encoded data” use case.
The WG recommends basing API on 
TransformStreams
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Decisions made - QUIC/BYOT

The WG will ask the list if we should adopt the 
WEBRTC-QUIC API document (in room: 2 
opposed, ~10 in favor)
The WG encourages turning the 
“streams-based” slideware into a proposal. It 
doesn’t take a position on adoption yet. 
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Things that need doing

● WPT process needs fixing
● Need implementations to drive testing
● Simulcast needs focus

○ Stats for simulcast - not specified
○ RID - is anyone implementing it?
○ Cosmo is able to do simulcast testing with SFUs
○ Should we reconsider spec separation?

●
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For extra credit

172
Name that bird!



Thank you

Special thanks to:
Google for Hangouts

WG Participants, Editors & Chairs
The bird
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